


About ITL III  @ MRHS
Course Overview
The goal of  ITL IV is to develop listening, reading, writing and speaking skills introduced at prior levels and to build on those 
elements and improve not only TL knowledge, but references and research to those key concepts. Using this communicative 
approach, connections, and comparisons will be the guide to essential learning of  the Italian culture, geography, and community. 
Each unit will be assessed with "I can" statements as well as written and comprehensive work and activities.

This course emphasizes a communicative approach and allows students to be immersed in the three communicative modes as set 
out by ACTFL. The course is set out to look at cultural aspects of  Italian life today, and through history and includes a rich grouping 
of  resources for student study and use, including: authentic literature readings. newspapers in the TL, opera and music pieces, 
original TL film and other cultural items.

Course Objectives
By the end of  this class, you [or your child] will be able to:
●  speak and understand at the intermediate high level in Italian as per  NJCCS
●  have a greater understanding of  the interrelationship between the 

language and the culture
● write with more proficiency and use creative processes with the TL
● Speak to specific historical and cultural periods of  Italian history and culture 

https://www.actfl.org/
https://www.nj.gov/education/cccs/


TEacher BIO
Mrs. Lisciandro Teacher Bio

Hello! I have been teaching at MRHS for over 15 years. I have enjoyed teaching Italian levels 1 
through AP here at the HS as well as at RVCC (levels 1-3).
I resided in Italy for almost six years where I completed my Masters degree and worked for 
the Italian Navy as a NATO employee. 
A few “highlights” in my background and training:
-BA  in ITL , Univ. of RI
-BA in History, Univ. of RI
-Assoc. Arts , Lorenzo di Medici Scuola d’Arte, Florence, Italy
-MA (Communications) Universita’ di Catania (Italy)
-Translator and English Instructor for NATO , Augusta, Italy
-English Teacher/TESOL certified , Siracusa , Italy



Contact Info
Email  > TLisciandro@marsd.org

When writing a message, please follow the expectations below:
● Include your name, the class name, subject of the message
● Be specific about what you need in your email.

Note: It may take up to 24 hours to receive a reply during the week 
and 48 hours on the› weekend.
. 
General Questions 
If you have a question about the course or an assignment, I 
encourage you to post your question in the Google Classroom 
“stream.” The stream is visible to the entire class community, so I 
encourage you to both ask and answer questions there. If a 
classmate asks a question and you know the answer, please jump 
in and help them out!
Online Discussions 
Online discussions are an opportunity for you to interact with and 
learn from your peers. The class will regularly engage in 
conversations about the course content. You will receive credit for 
your participation in these academic discussions.

You are expected to post thoughtful, respectful, and well-written 
responses to the discussion questions and reply thoughtfully to at 
least two other students per discussion. 



-Into/Ritorno a Scuola
-Passando Tempo ed Attività’
-Gastronomia di Oggi ed Ieri
-L’Arte , un regalo
-Vai Verde ! Il Mondo e la Natura
-Made in Italia, gli affari
-Il Rinascimento
-Le Tradizioni e La Nostra Cultura
-Il Lavoro e l’Economia
-Oggi In Italia

Course 
THemes > 



Complete Course Syllabus Link (click here)

https://docs.google.com/document/d/16-vWO9ZaUX95ruo7h1RYC80BCYdanvG-KlHJG_qRkn8/edit?usp=sharing

